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The Holy Ghost in Sunset Park
Stanley Johannesen
I

The following text is the autobiography of my father, Olav Johannesen,
written in the blank leaves of his Bible just before his death in 1971. The
Bible is a Scofield Reference Bible, a popular edition of the King James
Version with explanatory notes designed to reveal the dispensational pre
millennialist truth of the Scriptures. The original cover has worn out and
been replaced with cheap oilcloth boards. Most pages show underlining
in red and blue pencil. An obituary notice from 1932 in Norwegian, and a
religious tract published by the Norwegian Lutheran Inland Mission are

stuck in the Bible. Several different addresses of places Olav lived in
Brooklyn are written in the front, each crossed out as the next was
entered. The autobiography is the last entry in a genealogy headed "My
ancestors as recorded."

Olav (myself) Born Sept 17—1899 in Oslo (Kristiania) Norway. When I
was 2 years My parents moved to Arendal where I spent my childhood
vent to School thru 7 grade til 14 years. Was confirmed in Barbo Kirke
(Lutheran) vent to Sea April 1915 During I World War In 1917 I was in
a Sailingship "John Locket" on our way from France to Haiti our ship
was sunk by a German Submarine Continued as a Sailor til 1922 When
I left "Bergensfjord" to take a job and Learn the metalceiling trade In
1932 a wonderfull change into my life was brought. When I accepted
Gods wonderful Salvation giving us thru Jesus Christ our Saviour was
Baptized in Water and Holy Ghost and Fire same year. In 1937 I meet a
fine Cristian young Lady Elsie Mae Bumbaugh We was married Dec 4,
1937. On March 10, 1939 our first child was born Stanley Karl and our

Second child Leroy Olav was born February 19, 1942 Our Daughter
Joyce Ann was born November 8, 1951. Celebrated our 25 Annivercery
Dec 1, 1962 which proved to be a very happy occasion together with
our children inlaws and Friends.

Stanley Johannesen is associate professor of history at the University of Waterloo. The author wishes to

thank the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and the University of Waterloo
for their generous support.

HISTORICAL REFLECTIONS/REFLEXIONS HISTORIQUES, Vol. 15, No. 3, 1988
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In spite of the stark brevity of this autobiography, it is possible to derive

from it a certain amount of social history. From the genealogy, not repro
duced here, we learn that Olav descended from country people, and that
he was one of seven children, most of whom were born in Arendal, a city
on the south coast of Norway, opposite Denmark. Since Olav was born in
Oslo, and lived there until he was two, the family must have moved there
and back to Arendal, probably in search of work. Olav was the youngest
child. Like many Norwegian boys, he went to sea. 'John Locket" is the
Norwegian form of "the John Locke," no doubt one of the ancient sailing
ships Norway purchased from Britain in order to build a merchant fleet at
the end of the nineteenth century.

Olav eventually made his way to America, not through Ellis Island, but

by jumping ship. He didn't marry for fifteen more years. This was
perhaps partly because of continued financial obligations to his family in
Norway, and to a sister he supported for a time in Brooklyn, but mainly
because there was a surplus of single Norwegian men clustered around

the dock districts in South Brooklyn and in the Norwegian colony of
Sunset Park and Bay Ridge.

Olav introduces the subject of his conversion by adapting and partly
mis-quoting portions of the first lines of a well-known gospel song:

What a wonderful change in my life has been wrought,
Since Jesus came into my heart.

As much as the Bible itself, such popular religious verse—usually abbrevi
ated lyrics known in Olav's religious circle as choruses—provided the texts

and frequently the exclusive content of exhortation and narrative.

Fragments such as this were woven into "testimonies," brief conversion

narratives and spiritual autobiographies usually spoken in public, in
church or on street corners. Olav must frequently have used these words
in public narratives of his conversion. The conversion itself, "I accepted
Gods wonderful Salvation," and the events that follow, "was Baptized in

Water and Holy Ghost and Fire," are recounted also in formulas. The
words supply no details, no authenticating psychological or circumstantial
facts. They lack, from a modern point of view, authenticity, although they
certainly do not lack sincerity.

Olav does not say exactly what happened to him in 1932. It is clear
from the words that those events are to be understood as occuring on a
different plane or in a different order of events from events such as being
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sunk by a German submarine or celebrating a wedding anniversary. The
experience of 1932 is similarly separated from the other religious event in
this account, his confirmation in Barbo Kirke. The confirmation belongs
with the sinking and the anniversary in a way that the conversion and the
Baptism in Holy Ghost and Fire do not. The confirmation is placed in a
particular church, and it is placed in the predictable processes of educa
tion and maturation in Norwegian society. Its meaning is rather more

ethnic than religious. His conversion, and what followed it, was, by
contrast, "wonderful."

What religious experiences are referred to in this passage? I accepted
Gods wonderful Salvation" refers to the familiar born-again experience,
the cleansing from sin and re-orientation of the affections following a
deliberate act of the will in claiming Christ's atoning sacrifice. "Baptized
in Water" is Christian baptism by immersion. Lutheran infant-baptism

had presumably not counted. On the other hand, "Baptized in...Holy
Ghost and Fire" needs explanation.
These words refer to a second experience after conversion that empow
ered the Christian for evangelical service and for a richer spiritual life.
Olav believed that the evidence for this Baptism in the Holy Ghost was
that the baptized spoke involuntarily in a foreign, or special, or unknown
language, as did the Aposdes on the Jewish Feast of Pentecost, recorded in
Acts 2, and as early converts were also reported to do elsewhere in Acts.
Olav intended he should be understood to mean by "Baptized in...Holy
Ghost and Fire," that in 1932 he had so spoken, and that this was evidence
of receiving a gift of empowerment from the Holy Ghost which lasted him
the rest of his life.

Olav does not speak of belief, nor does he allude to beliefs as such. We

are naturally tempted to infer, perhaps warranted in inferring, that
patterns of belief lie behind these words and indeed give rise to them. Yet

for Olav the intended connection is not between his words and his beliefs,

but between his words and his experience. His beliefs, in other words, lie
in his words and not behind them. The words are not theology, they are

reports. Neither is Olav concerned to prove the potency of his experi
ence, by showing, for example, that his life-course after his conversion and

baptism was different from what it would have been anyway. The testi

mony, in the community of Pentecostal Christians to which Olav
belonged, did not require such demonstrations. The testimony was
addressed to people for whom these words were familiar material shapes,
worn smooth as glass.
Who were these people? What was the meaning of these shapes in this
community? The following essay addresses these questions with the object
of constructing a setting within which Olav's experience is intelligible, and
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of suggesting something about the nature of piety itself. I am far from
intending to say that the experience of people in Olav's community did
not include extraordinary encounters. I do claim that these encounters
took place in and through the material shapes of language, and memory,

and spaces, and further, that these shapes, in Olav's community,
expressed that community's distinctive abundance of speechlessness,

amnesia and dislocation.

II

The Gowanus Expressway south from the Brooklyn-Battery Tunnel trav
erses the shabbier part of Bay Ridge called Sunset Park, a district that
stretches from around 40th Street to just beyond 60th, and from the
Brooklyn waterfront back up over the ridge to Eighth Avenue.
From the expressway, which runs overhead on Third Avenue, can be
seen on the right the vast Bush Terminal warehouses, a square tower with
the legend "Whale fuel oils," an old New York State armory, the Lutheran
Medical Center in a block of converted factory lofts, and the Army embar
kation depot where generations of American soldiers went by sea to wars
and occupations in Europe. Beyond these lies New York harbor. From
the top of the hill in the park which gives the neighbourhood its name
there is a view of the Battery, the Statue of Liberty, and on fine days, which

are frequent here as the wind gusts uninterrupted across New Jersey from
the Atlantic, the dockside cranes of Bayonne and Elizabeth on the
horizon. The water itself has not been accessible to anyone within living

memory. No one swims or fishes or sails. But the moist air and the
sounds of the foghorns in bad weather make Sunset Park a maritime
place.
To the left of the expressway is a tall brick tower with white ogival spire

belonging to the Roman Catholic parish church of St. Michael, with
Sunset Park itself above it on the ridge. After St. Michael's, long side
streets of identical high-stoop houses, a sprinkling of apartment buildings,
avenues of dilapidated and abandoned shops with flats above. Parallel to
the expressway is the vibrant, tawdry commercial strip along Fifth Avenue,

running from the near edge of Sunset Park south to the great bulk of the

Basilica of Our Lady of Perpetual Help, on 60th Street. Between St.
Michael's and O.L.P.H. lie the horizontal cornices, chimney pots and

water-tanks of the Brooklyn roofscape, rising steeply to the crown of the
ridge three blocks away at Sixth Avenue. On the far side of the ridge, out
of sight of the expressway, the high-stoops give way gradually to the semi
detached villas and driveways of Boro Park and Bensonhurst and the flat
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expanses of the rest of Brooklyn. Beyond 60th Street, where Leiv

Eiriksson Park and the Long Island Railroad tracks constitute a boundary
corridor, Bay Ridge proper stretches out toward the Verazzano Bridge,

bulging out into the harbor in a long arch. Bay Ridge is tree-lined,
suburban and safe. The Shore Parkway is a greenbelt of tennis courts and
baseball diamonds with a fine promenade along the sea wall.
To those of us who grew up in Sunset Park, the neighbourhood seemed
unconnected with those other Brooklyns, even as it was unconnected with
the "city," which was Manhattan, or even with "America," which began
somewhere on the other side of Hoboken. The crowding, the miscellane

ousness of buildings and people, the coarse commercial vitality, the
toughs and the drunks, the vague menace of the docks, connected us with

something earlier than the time we lived in. Sunset Park was pre

automobile. The flat my family occupied on 53rd Street still had gas cocks
in the wall that worked, and a coal-burning kitchen range built into a
broad brick chimney breast. Men walked to work on the docks with lunch
pails and cloth caps. People took trains to see out-of-town relatives, and
visitors slept on the living room sofa.

Fifty years ago streetcars still ran on Fifth Avenue. The BMT Sea Beach
and Fourth Avenue lines ran underground along Fourth Avenue, and the
Gowanus Expressway overhead on Third. The subway, built in the early
twentieth century, had turned a leafy boulevard into a desolate expanse of
asphalt, but all the churches remained, an assemblage of spires and towers

left looking rather naked and pitiful. The expressway turned Third

Avenue into a skid row, a dirty place that pushed the people of Sunset
Park even further from the water's edge.

These intrusive public works nevertheless denned certain civic and
social universes. If one were born to them they were as given as trees, as

natural as creeks. The streetcar was only an extension of walking

distances. It connected places fairly distant, such as Prospect Park and
Greenwood Cemetery, or Fort Hamilton, with one's own neighbourhood,
but by small increments and through familiar territory. The streetcar, and
later the buses, were "Brooklyn."

The subway was different; it belonged to 'New York, a subject of
extreme complexity with many discontinuities. New York, from the Sunset
Park outpost on the Fourth Avenue Local, like God, was a divinity only to

be seen in parts and never as a connected whole. But people were
immensely proud of being New Yorkers, and the subway kiosks on Fourth
Avenue were both the symbol and the means of membership.
The expressway was, conversely, the door of escape from that member
ship. Sunset Park not being a place friendly to automobiles, the posses
sion of an automobile was in itself the germ of the idea that would lead
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people eventually to the suburbs. Olav never owned a car, but he and his
family got rides sometimes, with friends, or on church outings, to the
"Island," which meant Long Island, or "upstate," which meant anything
beyond the George Washington Bridge or the Gunn Hill Road subway
station. People had cottages, or went to state parks, and then they moved:
to Smithtown, or Ossining, or some such places.
Sunset Park was the centre of Norwegian settlement in New York City.

Norwegian men, and then their families, churches, clubs, saloons,
followed the shipping and the dock trades from Manhattan to Brooklyn in
the nineteenth century, and from South Brooklyn to Sunset Park in the
twentieth. Revealingly, however, there was no sacralizing or sentimental
izing of former territories of settlement, no Norwegian equivalent of the
Lower East Side, or of Italian Harlem. No collective memory settled on
any of the places Norwegians occupied in their progress across the city. It

is probably significant that although Sunset Park was the centre of

Norwegian settlement in New York City, Norwegians were not a majority

in Sunset Park. This was not because they were few in numbers. The
Finns in Brooklyn, who were many fewer, and also lived in Sunset Park,

packed themselves into a few square blocks called, not surprisingly,
Finntown. Norwegians seemed rather to prefer dispersed densities,
private even secretive family life, and rather formal social relations.
Married children rarely lived with parents; people walked distances to call

on friends.1

The colony, as Sunset Park was called in the Brooklyn Norwegian news
paper Nordisk Tidende, had in the early years a disproportionate number of

single men (fig. 1). Olav was typical. Having jumped ship in 1920, he
lived in various places in New York, including Harlem for a time, got his
citizenship in one of the amnesties for illegal immigrants in the early
twenties, and settled eventually in Sunset Park. He remained single until
just after his thirty-eighth birthday, in 1937. The numerous addresses in
his Bible are in Sunset Park, representing moves from one little hallway
flat to another. An old Norwegian told me recently that there were lots of
apartments available in the twenties and that people moved frequently.
He had himself lived in dozens of places in Sunset Park. By the late nine
teen thirties and early forties a full community life was firmly established
in Sunset Park, some thirty to forty thousand Norwegians, according to
1. Among many fascinating contrasts afforded by Robert Anthony Orsi, The Madonna of
115th Street: Faith and Community in Italian Harlem, 1880-1950 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1985), is the contrast between the low-affect, nuclear structure of Norwegian families
in Sunset Park, and what Orsi calls "the domus-centered society" of Italian Harlem. See espe
cially pp. 75-106.
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Fig. 1. A street service conducted by Norwegian Pentecostals in 1926 on
Hamilton Avenue in South Brooklyn. Note the numbers of unattached
men. Photograph courtes)' of Mr. Gordon Nilsen.

contemporary estimates, both first- and second-generation immigrants.

The ethos of the Norwegian community is not something easy to
describe in brief generalizations. It was not very much like the
Norwegian-American world of the Old Northwest, or of Minnesota and
the Dakotas: made familiar to Americans in stories from Ole Rolvaag to

Garrison Keillor, and in the rich scholarship of Theodore Biegen and
others. The difference was not only in the urban character of the setde
ment in Brooklyn; the difference also lay in the character of the migra
tion. The men who came to Brooklyn were more likely to be seafarers, or

artisans connected with the seafaring trades, or townsmen of some
description, than they were likely to be farmers or country people.
Furthermore, as the preponderance of single men suggests, the motives
for their migration were often obscure, or impulsive, or both. Many did

not migrate as families or with any other clear moral purpose. They
settled down later, if they did at all; there were a great many lost souls and

derelicts among the Norwegian men in Sunset Park.
We knew some of these people firsthand. Olav had never actually been
a derelict, but he regarded himself as having been saved from such a fate,
and no doubt had known shipmates who became casualties of life in the
2. The only full study of this group is Christen T. Jonassen, "The Norwegians in
Ridge: A Sociological Study of an Ethnic Group" (Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1947)
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big city. It was Olav s practice to give handouts to the bums we encoun
tered, sometimes literally on our doorstep. He marched them down to
the White Hut hamburger place to see that they spent the quarter on food
rather than on booze. He was also known to give away his shirts to desti
tute men. On occasion, he would bring someone home for dinner, partic

ularly on Thanksgiving. One such man became a regular. I think his
name was Ivar Olsen. My brother and I would have to recite our Sunday
School Christmas pieces for him, which we hated because of the liquor on
his breath. But my father must have thought it was a kindness to him and
told us to be tolerant. Ivar seemed immune to my father's evangelical
entreaties, but he was lonely and would sometimes cry. My father, and my
brother and I, also visited Ivar in his room, a windowless cubbyhole on the

upper floor of a rooming house, with little in it but an iron cot. I
remember that it was surprisingly neat.

Such stones were by no means uncommon in other families. People
lived with ever-present reminders of the social and moral abyss repre
sented first by alcohol, and then by sexual danger, and then by other
forms of worldliness such as dancing, card-playing, theater-going. The
community of what Norwegians call "personal Christians" was extremely
active in rescue-mission work. Olav's church for many years supported a
mission on Carroll Street in South Brooklyn, in a building that had been
occupied for a time by the oldest Norwegian congregation in New York
City, the Bethelship Norwegian Methodist Church.3 A little store-front

auditorium that had been for a time in the 1920s an independent
Pentecostal congregation was, during my childhood, the home of a
temperance society called Blue Cross—an organization with many
branches in Norway. My father supported the activities of this little
mission, and would take my brother and me to meetings there, where we

would be entertained by travel films from Norway, and a film of
Paderewski playing the piano to a glittering audience.
What should be emphasized is that these activities arose out of feelings
of personal obligations to help people like oneself. A few people we knew
in church had been derelicts who were saved by the activities of these
missions and became prominent figures in the church, sometimes leaders.

There was no fixed social opprobrium attached to such origins. Indeed
they were likely to confer on such persons a certain cachet as witnesses to
the extraordinary power of God. Their presence in the congregation had
an apostolic meaning. Having been in an evil course, not only as drunk
3. Bethelship began, as its name implies, on a hulk in New York harbor in the 1840s, and
moved several more times in its progress across the city, ending in Sunset Park. It was also
the mother church of Scandinavian Methodist churches in both Europe and America. Its
records are deposited in the Brooklyn Historical Society.
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ards, but as profaners, blasphemers and mockers against the things of
God, their experiences were not conversions, in the tasteful intellectual
sense, but rather slayings; re-births; total transformations of character,
directions and prospects. Their lives were miracles exactly like those of

the apostolic age, and they conferred as a consequence on the most
mundane administrative and disciplinary machinery of the church the
kind of apostolic weight claimed in the New Testament epistles.
There was something about the pattern of Norwegian ethnicity itself
that contributed to attitudes toward drinking in the Brooklyn colony.
Norwegian drunks were mean and abusive, and selected as their particular
target just those respectable and religious social types who opposed them.
So remarkable and regular was this division, that the chief student of the
Brooklyn Norwegians devoted considerable space to it, and has general
ized about it in a Norwegian context as well.4 It is my own view of this
manichaean dualism in the national character that it arises from a narrow

social experience, one without strong representation of aristocratic, or
bohemian, or urban traditions. It is a society of small individualists, of
many private "characters," of obscure and very personal opinions and prej
udices. Yet also a society very vulnerable to feelings of collective inferi
ority. Norwegians are very proud and stubborn, and at the same time
susceptible to shaming. It is thus the case that alcohol releases a great
deal of aggression, while the spectacle of such behaviour releases a corre
sponding collective horror of it and determination to suppress it.
This is not the same as a tradition of conformity and respectability,
although there is some of that to be sure in Norwegian society.
Norwegians fear the demonic in themselves. Hence the curious national
obsession with trolls. Unlike other Germanic projections of darkness, like
witches, wizards, vampires, who are agents of pollution and of damage
external to the self, trolls represent rather the non-human side of human
ness. The troll is the repressed aspect of the human soul, the id, always
sleeping just below the surface of things, dull-witted but infinitely malevo
lent, dangerous when disturbed but also stupid and without plan or organ
ization. The world of trolls, like the world of the people who imagine
them, possesses no firm inter-personal structure. Trolls are therefore
encountered as individuals, or in very small groups, and are typically
worsted only by similarly marginal and solitary human figures: younger
sons, rascals, woodcutters, wanderers.
The idea of society in Norwegian Sunset Park had at its heart a charac
teristic that corresponds to this folkloric vision. It was precisely because
4. Jonassen, "Norwegians in Bay Ridge," pp. 479-492 and elsewhere. See also his Value
Systems and Personality in a Western Civilization: Norwegians in Europe and America (Columbus:

Ohio State University Press, 1983), pp. 194-205.
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the society as a whole lacked secure models for emulation, or firm histor
ical images of proper social behaviour, that the image of drunkenness was
so terrible. It might happen to anyone. The veneer of politeness was no
proof. The love of friends and family was at best a fragile barrier. The
Norwegians were never shocked by what someone would do or say once
he had fallen into this abyss. They never held it against him when he had
returned from it. What they created around themselves, however, was a

mass of organizational and ideological structures, a tremendous and
re-duplicated effort at locking one another into supportive sectarian and

therapeutic and disciplinary bonds—even while the modal, and even
admired, individual personality type was strongly individualistic, resdess,
iconoclastic.

III

In this cultural and social milieu, the Pentecostal sects made consider

able headway. They operated in a religious atmosphere dominated by
free church (that is, non-state-supported) Norwegian organizations, in
which Pentecostals occupied only the extreme end of a spectrum of small
gradations of evangelical and pietistic fervour.5 The church people were a
gregarious and accommodating lot across at least the proximate bound
aries of their several sects. People were persistently drawn to "good meet
ings" wherever they could find them, often to the despair of their pastors.

Pentecostals were especially attracted to Norwegian Salvation Army,
Baptist, certain Free Lutheran churches, all in the neighbourhood; to
Pentecostal churches elsewhere in the city, such as the Swedish Rock

Church and the Glad Tidings Tabernacle of the Assemblies of God, both
in Manhattan; to established evangelical centres such as Baptist Temple in

downtown Brooklyn; and to any of a numerous and shifting tribe of
missions, tent-meetings, special evangelistic campaigns of greater and

lesser permanence, rogue and heretical offshoots of established

Pentecostal churches, and, farther afield, the many related or daughter
establishments of the Brooklyn Pentecostals in Long Island, Staten Island,
and suburban New Jersey, upstate New York and Connecticut. This vast
5. In 1947, at the height of the success of the Pentecostal churches (see below), they
represented about 7 percent of total church membership of the Norwegian churches in
Sunset Park. All free churches combined were close to 50 percent. The rest were Norwegian
state church members. This compares with figures in Norway of 97 percent state church and

only 2 percent for other Protestants. Jonassen, "Norwegians in Bay Ridge," pp. 432-433.
Interestingly, the Lutheran state church congregations in Brooklyn had the lowest percent
ages of foreign-born in their memberships, suggesting that religious conformity was to some
degree a function of early arrival in Brooklyn.
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ranging peripatetic and restless piety is a more impressive register of lay
spiritual energy among Brooklyn Norwegian Pentecostals than any figures
of membership and growth for particular congregations. The frangible
nature of personal loyalty to institutions is one of the first of several
material facts which distinguish this piety. Nevertheless, although perme
able and vague at its outer branches, the Pentecostal community had a
definite stem.

Salem Gospel Tabernacle, as it came to be called, was founded in 1926
by Norwegian immigrants.6 It owed virtually nothing to the already flour

ishing American Pentecostal movements of that period. It was, and
remained throughout the period of its vigour, roughly over the next forty
years, a product of the Scandinavian Pentecostal revival, and particularly

of T.B. Barratt's Filadelfia Church in Oslo.

Thomas Ball Barratt (1862-1940) was the son of an English mining
company manager who took up permanent residence in Norway in 1867.7
Although educated subsequently in England and for a long time uncom
fortable with Norwegian culture and language, the younger Barratt in
time became a fully naturalized and acculturated Norwegian, to the extent
that, before his death, he refused to speak English in public and used an
interpreter. Barratt's parents were devout Methodists. His mother was
active among the miners of their remote island community in western
Norway in educational, temperance and evangelical labours. The young
Barratt thus early became acquainted with the spiritual and social needs of
Norway's uprooted. He also came to be steeped in his adopted country's
cultural traditions, studying music for a time with Edvard Grieg and
painting with the distinguished Norwegian painter O. Dahl. Barratt chose
to enter the Methodist ministry.

6. Information on Salem in the following pages is derived mostly from several anniver
sary booklets published by Salem, beginning at fifteen years (1941), up to sixty years (1986),
and from interviews with numerous people who were members of Salem. The booklets are
most informative in the early years, and become sketchier. Copies have been deposited in

the library of the Brooklyn Historical Society. Other information can be gleaned from
Nordisk Tidende (Scandinavian News), published weekly in Norwegian in Brooklyn since 1890.
The New York Public Library has a complete file from 1920.
7. A sketch of Barratt's life may be found in Stanley M. Burgess et al., eds., Dictionary of

Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1988), s.v. "Barratt,
Thomas Ball," written by David D. Bundy. The best sources to date have been Barratt's auto
biography, published in English as When the Fire Fell, and an Outline of My Life (Oslo, 1929);

and Nils Bloch-Hoell, Pinsebevegelsen [The Pentecostal Movement] (Oslo:
Universitetsforlaget, 1956). Some of the information here comes from a paper by Bundy on
Barratt's Methodist years, delivered at the Society for Pentecostal Studies, 10-12 November
1988 at Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky. Bundy's doctoral dissertation on
Barratt, when completed, will be definitive.
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The Methodist Episcopal Church of Norway at that time was a mission

church with close ties both to the English and American Methodists,
whose bishops were overseers of the Norwegian work on a traditionally

Wesleyan "circuit" or rotational scheme. As a man with impeccable

English, equally impeccable social and cultural credentials, a deep sense

of evangelical and social mission, and a powerful preacher and leader,
Barratt rose quickly, to a distinguished Oslo pulpit, and to an eldership.
After 1902, however, Barratt devoted his attention to the City Mission, a
Methodist relief and reform activity he established among the workers and
the poor in Oslo.
What happened next has become a legend both in Pentecostal circles
and in Scandinavian Methodism. A Norwegian United Methodist bishop

told me recently that in a plea to his church for tolerance and under
standing of charismatic renewal movements in his own church today in
Scandinavia, he had only to charge his ecclesiastical colleagues with "No

more Barratts!" to make his point at once clear. Methodism in
Scandinavia had lost one authentic religious genius with incalculable

results.8

Barratt s crisis came in 1906. He had travelled to New York City to raise
funds for the City Mission in Oslo. The trip was a disappointment. While
treated politely, Barratt failed to impress his Methodist superiors with the
urgency of his cause. In a state of some spiritual exhaustion and depres
sion, Barratt received news of the then unfolding revival in Los Angeles at
the Azusa Street Mission, a revival that for the first time had brought

together the "second blessing" theology of the Holiness movement in
American Methodism, with the practice of glossolalia, or tongues
speaking. Out of this revival came the claim—foundational for all subse

quent Pentecostal movements and denominations—that the "second
blessing" was not the Wesleyan experience of sanctification, but rather the
experience of Baptism in the Holy Ghost. Its purpose, it was held by the
Pentecostals, was not sanctification but power, and (this was the truly
novel part), tongues-speaking was the invariable accompaniment or proof
of the sought-for event of Spirit Baptism. The consequent possession and
empowerment by the Holy Ghost was for extraordinary evangelical service
in the final age of human history.9
8. Conversation with Bishop Ole Borgen, United Methodist Church, Northern Europe
Area, in November, 1988.

9. The connections between the Holiness revivals within Wesleyan churches, beginning
in the 1850s, and the parallel movement of deeper-life pietism associated with the Keswick
conferences in the Lake District in England, with twentieth-century Pentecostalism, is now a
flourishing sub-branch of the history of revivals and of the theology of evangelical move
ments. The best guide to the theological aspects of those connections is Donald W. Dayton,
Theological Roots of Pentecostalism (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1987). Also indispensable is
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It is not perhaps possible at this distance to recapture the stunning and
scandalous effect on people who had been swimming in some cases for
decades in the waters of Wesleyan Holiness and Keswickian deeper-life
movements, camp meeting revivalism, and Pentecostalist and dispensa
tional speculation, of this breathtaking solution to ambiguities at least as
old as John Wesley himself, especially in the form of this disreputable
Azusa revival led by a one-eyed black preacher named William Seymour.10
Nevertheless, the soil had been prepared; and the news split Methodist,
Holiness, and Missionary Alliance circles with a bitterness that has lasted
to the present. Barratt was not the only sober and highly placed religious
figure to feel that something momentous had happened in Los Angeles in
1906. In the event, after some trial and error, Barratt himself received his
Baptism in the Holy Ghost with tongues-speaking, before he left New
York. A mysterious "Norwegian brother," mentioned in Barratt's autobi
ography, was instrumental in these events, suggesting at least some contact
between Barratt and the Norwegian religious community in New York,

and probably with the Norwegian Holiness group already present in
Brooklyn. A final connection: Barratt received his Baptism in the
company of Robert Brown, a New York Methodist minister also seeking
this experience. They went together to mission services conducted by
Marie Burgess, a young woman who had abandoned J.A. Dowie's Zion City
Utopian healing community in Illinois at the news of Azusa Street, and was

preaching Pentecostalism in New York City.11 Brown married Miss
Burgess. Together they were pastors of Glad Tidings Tabernacle, the

outgrowth of Miss Burgess's mission and a major pioneer congregation of
the Assemblies of God. It was there, in 1932, Olav received his Baptism in
Melvin E. Dieter, "Wesleyan-Holiness Aspects of Pentecostal Origins: As Mediated through

the Nineteenth-Century Holiness Revival," in Vinson Synan, ed., Aspects of

Pentecostal-Charismatic Origins (Plainfield, N.J.: Logos, 1975), pp. 55-80.

10. One of the most significant and influential revival episodes in American history,
Azusa and Seymour still await the chronicler they deserve. The eye-witness literature is
immense, but prejudiced in a variety of ways. A brief account based on this literature is by
C.M. Robeck, Jr., in Burgess et al., eds., Dictionary, s.v. "Azusa Street Revival." Robert Mapes
Anderson, Vision of the Disinherited: The Making of American Pentecostalism (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1979), pp. 62-78, places the affair in a broad social and religious context.

The role of William J. Seymour (1870-1922) is now often discounted in accounts of
Pentecostalism, in favour of his teacher Charles Fox Parham (1873-1929), who was the theo
logian of nascent Pentecostalism before Azusa. A notable exception, and a fine account of
Azusa is H.V. Synan, in Burgess et al., eds., Dictionary, s.v. "Seymour, William Joseph." See also

Douglas J. Nelson, "For Such a Time as This: The Story of Bishop William J. Seymour and
the Azusa Street Revival" (Ph.D. diss., University of Birmingham, England, 1981), which,
however, spoils its claim for Seymour's importance by tying that importance to the claim that
Pentecostalism was an inter-racial movement in America.

11. On Dowie, see Grant Wacker, "Marching to Zion," Church History 54 (December
1985):496-511.
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the Holy Ghost.

The events of Barratt's subsequent career have been often told. He
returned to Norway immediately to preach the good news. He quickly
drew a following from the Methodists and other religious bodies, people

whose end-time and Pentecostalist expectations had been fueled in

Europe by the great Welsh revival of Evan Roberts in the immediately

preceding years. There were excesses and absurdities: Barratt himself
seems initially to have thought that glossolalia was in fact xenolalia, or the

ecstatic speaking of a natural language not known to the speaker.
Missionaries were sent out, as they were from other countries in the early
years of the Pentecostal revival, believing that this new possession by the
Holy Ghost would permit them to preach in other lands without prior

language instruction. The movement faced other difficulties. Was it
meant to be a renewal movement in existing denominations or should it
organize its own churches? How much of the theology and ecclesiology of
the old order would be transferred to the new? To what degree would any
new order be based on imitation of the primitive church, and to what
degree on the prophecies, revelations, novel exegeses, and interpretations
of tongues-speaking that were now appearing in profusion? Barratt, like
other Pentecostal pioneers had to feel his way carefully through this maze,
with its many traps for the unwary. Yet his powerful personality and
genius for organization made the Oslo movement the mecca for seekers
from elsewhere in Europe.

One such visitor was a Baptist minister from Sweden named Lewi

Pethrus who became converted to the new doctrines in Oslo and returned

to establish in Stockholm what would become the largest Pentecostal
congregation in the world until the Latin American and Asian revivals of

more recent times. Lewi Pethrus in turn influenced Barratt to surrender

his Methodist traditions in favour of adult water baptism and separatis
Congregationalism. An extreme Congregationalism, with government by
pastor and elders, would thereafter mark the Scandinavian Pentecostal

churches everywhere.12 As Baptist influences generally increased i
Pentecostal circles, Methodist Arminianism generally gave way to th

emphasis on conversion and the so-called "finished work of Calvary" that
had characterized nineteenth-century Reformed revivalistic traditions.
Within twenty years of his Baptism in the Holy Ghost experience in
New York, Barratt had overseen or accomodated to all the changes and

adjustments that would produce the Gestalt of modern European
Pentecostalism. In 1916 he founded an important congregation in Oslo,

the Filadelfia Church, and with it began to build an empire of gospe
12. J.R. Colletti, "Lewi Pethrus: His Influence upon Scandinavian-American
Pentecostalism," Pneuma 5 (1983):18-29.
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publishing, home and foreign missions, and satellite self-governing
congregations all over Norway.

Salem Pentecostal Assembly (Salem Pinsemenighet) in Brooklyn, or as it
became later in the American style Salem Gospel Tabernacle, was in fact
an extension of Barratt's empire, although it came quickly into association

with a North American organization of Scandinavian Pentecostal

churches. The membership cards of the charter members of Salem show
that they were almost entirely former members of Filadelfia Church, Oslo,
or of one or another of related churches in the Oslo area and in southern

Norway.13 A particular family, the Braatens, who, with their connections

and in-laws, dominated Salem socially and politically throughout its

history, were from Barratt's Filadelfia Church. The first pastor of Salem,
Arne Dahl (1901-1984), who was called to Brooklyn from Norway shortly
after its founding, was a protégé of Barratt's, corresponded with Barratt
over many years, entertained him when he visited America, and, it is said
by some in Salem, returned to Norway in the late thirties to be in a posi
tion to succeed eventually to Barratt's pastorate in Oslo. Barratt's sister,
Mary Ball Barratt, was a member of Salem for many years—in a sort of

exile over some church conflicts in Oslo. Certainly Pastor Dahl estab

lished in Salem a regime of pastoral authority and a manner of worship
and other church activity and usages modelled on the great Pastor Barratt.
A few things should be noted in this account of the origins of Salem.
First of all, although it was an immigrant church with very modest material

means, Salem was in its deepest self-understanding a missionary church.
In the most immediate sense it was a missionary enterprise of Norwegian
Pentecostals to the mission field represented by young Norwegian men
adrift in New York. It was also, or at least became, a mission of the Barratt
Pentecostals to the Holiness and Pentecostal "brothers and sisters" already
in Brooklyn. It should be remembered that these were people with urban
social experience, many from Oslo, virtually all from the sea-faring and
trading towns of southern Norway. They were accustomed to linking piety
with welfare work among the destitute of big cities. And they were not
inclined to see themselves as culturally disadvantaged in relation to native
Americans or to other immigrant groups.

Secondly, it should be noted that although many things about the
origins of Salem point to classical features of sect formation—believers'
exclusiveness, aggressive separatism, a general obsession with boundary
13. Salem is still in possession of all the original membership applications and member
ship cards. I was permitted to use these through the courtesy of Pastor Matthias Haglund
and Miss Lillian Olsen.
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formation and maintenance against contamination by the world—there
were also many church-like features. Scandinavian Pentecostalism, like
other such movements around the world, had long and manifold roots in
Protestant renewal movements and revivalist theologies over 150 years in

several countries. The innovations of Pentecostalism in this tradition were

not nostalgic in direction, but rather the opposite: obsessed with power
rather than ethics, prepared to exploit the weaknesses of its enemies,
quick to innovate in communication and administration, above all univer
salist in its visions and revelations. The speed of the spread of this revival
across ethnic boundaries was due in part to the absence of a single cultic
leader. Instead, the revival was characterized by a network of regional

charismatic leaders and organizers such as Barratt, men whose repute

crossed and criss-crossed national and ethnic boundaries. The revival

linked disparate Protestant traditions such as Reformed separatism an
revivalism with Wesleyan deeper-life and Pentecostal theology, makin
Pentecostalism something neither fully Protestant nor fully sectarian,

rather more syncretistic and evangelical in the primitive Chris
manner.

Finally, the primitive evangelical character of the
Pentecostal revival suggests a weakness of those inte
nant in this field of study, that understand Pentec

expression of social and economic dispossession,

fantasy of social power.14 Such interpretations focus
small-town districts of burnt-over populism in the
Midwest. Certainly the model ill fits the urban and in

European and North-American urban Pentecostal
seems most immediately central to the little tal
Norwegian Pentecostalism born in Barratt's conv

fostered in the bosom of Anglo-American Methodis
establishment in Norway, and re-exported to a N
triate settlement in Brooklyn, is a sense not so muc
sion as of cultural fluidity, an absence of clear cultu
ened, or absent, or threatened, cultural hegemony. T
after all, on the repetition, or repeatability, of a cul
glossolalia or tongues-speaking. From the Pentecosta
this phenomenon was connected both with their

14. Exemplary in this tradition is Anderson, Vision of the Disinhe

lism and escapism in Pentecostalism. It is interesting that de

increasingly comfortable with this view. A certain vein of senti

easily with their own equally sentimental search for roots. Class
tions of popular religious revivals do not of course deeply challe
ings of the gospel, nor does the immediate contextual focus of so
the dispensationalism of the revival tradition.
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imitation of the early Christian church, and with their end-time expecta
tions. They re-experienced the cultural miracle of the Day of Pentecost in
Acts 2, when the apostles were said to have founded a universal church
out of Jewish sect by Spirit possession and speaking in the languages of

strangers. Cultural deracination certainly leads to sectarian boundary
formation, but deracination has also its moment of effulgence. If we are
prepared to grant this to manifestations of modernism in high culture, we
should grant it to all analogous practices. Miracle is the sign that we are
in the presence of such an analogy.

The sign of tongues locates miracle on the site of language. In the
story of Scandinavian Pentecostalism the issue arises not only in the biog
raphy of Barratt, as clearly as that itself represents a case of cultural and
linguistic ambivalence, but even more in considering the cultural situation
of Norway in 1906, when Barratt first spoke in tongues. Norway only
achieved full independence from Sweden in 1905. Norway was in those

years in the midst of a long struggle to define a national language,
Norwegian having been suppressed by the official dominance of Danish
since the Reformation. The politics of language communities has been at
the centre of Norwegian national identity ever since. Although Norway

was independent, and had a flag and a king, it had two languages

competing for legitimacy, neither of them with unqualified credentials.15
In short, neither nationality nor language were fully stabilized conceptions
for that generation of Norwegians.

It will be at once clear the abundance of layers of ambiguity of identity
inherited by exiled Brooklyn Norwegians, through the religious tradition,

through the national tradition, through Barratt's personal experience
inscribed in the movement, and as immigrants in a polyglot metropolis in

an English-speaking New World. It seems uneconomical rather than

otherwise to think of tongues-speaking at least in this situation as resentful

retreat, particularly as there is no other evidence of resentfulness or inferi
ority feelings in this community. Does it not seem instead to be a practice

extending and cultivating ambiguity by the embracing of a rite of
membership based on a language of no-place and of no-one?

IV

I interviewed a great many people who were members of Salem at
different periods in its history. Uniformly, the experience of membership

15. Every survey of modern Norwegian politics and society deals with this language situ
ation. The standard account in English is Einar Haugen, Language Conflict and Language
Planning: The Case of Modern Norwegian (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966).
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in this community had strongly marked these lives. This was as true of
people who had negative feelings as among those with positive feelings. It
was as true of people who have no particular religion now, or who have
landed in quite different religious environments, as among those (very
few) who remain at Salem, or who attend Pentecostal churches elsewhere.

Furthermore, these two basic divisions were not congruent with one
another: People who are still Pentecostals were as likely to have negative
feelings about Salem as those who are not. Conversely, some of the most
sensitive appreciations of the religious culture of Salem came from irrelig
ious people. Attitudes did not run in families. Something like the oppo
site seemed rather the case: Whatever differences of temperament and
outlook naturally arose in families, differences of feeling about Salem
would be magnified by these other differences.
Wealth and social standing, or educational attainment, had no discer
nible effect on people's feelings about Salem. Whatever it may once have
been, evangelical culture in America is not the realm of have-nots, and
many people who were members of Salem and are now professionals, busi
nessmen, managers, have moved easily with the times into evangelical
enterprises and ministries. In general the distribution of Salem members
in the professions and in business is what one would have expected in

such a sample quite apart from religious background. In no case did I

hear that someone had lacked worldly opportunity because of an identifi

cation with Pentecostal upbringing. I heard many remarks to the

contrary: that success had followed easily from the disciplines and disposi

tions of sectarian life.

People seemed impressed, in recalling the history of Salem, with issues
both of leadership and of principle. The two were often intertwined in
complex ways. Salem had had two pastors who between them accounted
for most of Salem's history: Pastor Arne Dahl, who served from 1926 to

1936, and again from 1952 to 1960; and Pastor Arthur M. Johnson
(1903-1968), who was pastor from 1941 to 1952, and again from 1962 until
his death. The people I talked to tended to stress the differences in these
regimes, and to take those differences as issues with which they had agree
ments or disagreements.

Arne Dahl was, as we have seen, a sort of disciple or protege of the
great Barratt. He was Norwegian born, and had been educated in a busi
ness school. He came from a family of some means. A brother, Henry
Dah 1-Johan nessen achieved distinction in humanitarian work in France
and was decorated by the French government. Dahl looked distinguished,
and had a vigorous open manner, hearty and cheerful, but was inclined to
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be dictatorial and quick-tempered. The key to his character was ambition:
an ambition thwarted in Norway on his first return, no doubt because of

the war. Rumours persist that he abandoned a congregation there in
order to intrigue for the Filadelfia pulpit, or perhaps in disappointment at
being ignored in Oslo. It is probable, however, that these rumours reflect
only Dahl's controversial reputation in Brooklyn. Dahl was an undiscip

lined and effusive preacher, but catholic in his way. He preached on
Charles G. Finney's Notes on Revivals, and Hannah Whitall Smith, The
Christian's Secret of a Happy Life, both classics of American nineteenth
century Holiness revivals. Dahl credited Hannah Smith with his recupera
tion from a serious depression. Throughout the years of his alternating
pastorships with Johnson, Dahl was the best loved among the foreign-born
in Salem. Many of the native-born, however, admit to having been embar
rassed by his thick accent and tendency to shout in Norwegian when he
was excited.

Arthur M. Johnson was a very different character. Born on the
Minnesota frontier, Johnson was nevertheless fluent in Norwegian.
Although he had little education—much less formal education than
Dahl—and was formed in a frontier tradition of revival and camp-meeting

preaching, Johnson was a man of deep self-taught learning, who was
pained by the limits on what he could attempt or achieve in preaching to
Norwegian immigrants. In spite of this, his sermons seemed to others
subtle and difficult. He spoke only from scraps of paper, with a scripture
citation and two or three abbreviated points, but the thought was never
hackneyed or forced. Many people remembered obscure verses of scrip
ture for years afterwards, because of some illuminating exegesis from a

sermon of Johnson's. The men who had themselves become ministers
remembered Johnson's homiletical example particularly.
Pastor Johnson had serious difficulty with some of the old guard of the
immigrant generation; Pastor Dahl had serious difficulties with the native
born in Salem. People generally convey the impression that these difficul
ties were compounded by the system of spiritual and pastoral government
in Salem by which a handful of elders was virtually equal with the pastor in

authority. The elders sat on the platform with the pastor throughout all

meetings, as a kind of spiritual police. They were prepared to rebuke
anyone in disorder, and would fill in for the pastor on occasion. They
held office seemingly for life, and, with the pastor, appointed new elders.
There were rarely more than three at a time. One man, Alvig Hansen, was
elder during the whole history of Salem; he was a charter member in
1926, and served under every Salem pastor. Hansen was a very mild and
humble man. Another long-serving elder was Lauritz Johansen, who had
been converted at Carroll Street Mission. Johansen was a strong partisan
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of Dahl, and was instrumental in bringing Dahl back to Salem in 1952,
against the wishes of the younger members. There was in fact a bitter
struggle over this that has left scars in many memories. Johansen was,
conversely, by all accounts a thorn in the flesh of Pastor Johnson, until
Johnson forced his resignation over what was clearly a pretext.
Johnson literally gave his life for the church. He gave money to people,
sat up with the sick, sometimes as nurse and orderly, neglected every

avenue of comfort, domestic or otherwise—although he had a large
family—and died in Salem, in his office. Dahl was in many respects a

more complex and even worldly man, more indulgent of himself and his
family, and he therefore survived Salem. Although both men had pastor
ates elsewhere—they were both pastors in Chicago at different times in
the fifties—they were identified with Salem and with Brooklyn, and for
both of them what they did in Salem was their life work.16

The size of Salem in its earlier days was consistently exaggerated by
people I talked with. The figures are easy to obtain, because Salem kept a
card on every person who was ever a member, and every card was sequen
tially numbered. By the mid-sixties, the period when Salem began to go
into serious and irreversible decline, there were about 1200 cards.
Furthermore, the rate of admissions to membership was constant over that
period: about 300 new members in each of the four decades since its
founding. After the charter members—only 24 in 1926—new members
were mainly from other churches, either in Norway, or in Brooklyn, and
from among the children of members. There were very few conversions
from outside this circle.

About one tenth of the people who were ever members of Salem, that is
more than 160 of the 1600 for whom there are cards up to the present,

were excommunicated—that is, dropped from the rolls for some
perceived misconduct or for heresy. Since the bulk of these excommuni
cations occured in the first four decades, about an eighth of those early
members were dropped. The rate for violations of standards of Christian
behaviour—"conversation with the world" it is called in the records—was

highest in the thirties and forties; heresy was higher in the late forties and

early fifties. But the rate for excommunications was fairly constant ove

the four first decades of Salem's history. For this reason alone, the

could not have been more than 500 active cards in 1946. But that is not

counting deaths, or transfers out—which as we shall see were
considerable—or the tendency toward the end to under-report defections.
16. I am indebted to Mr. Arnfinn Dahl for access to his father's papers. Arne Dahl kept a
scrapbook of his writings and notices about himself, in Norway and in America, over his

entire career. Arthur Johnson left little in the way of papers. His sermon notes are
preserved by his daughter, Mrs. Maxine Carlson.
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It is not possible to derive accurate assessments of membership from
the records alone. It must be remembered, however, that Old Salem, the
converted movie house Salem occupied until 1941, did not seat more than

250 people, counting both the floor and platform capacity. The later
building was never filled to capacity after the forties. The gallery was not
in regular use by the early fifties, and the ground floor would not seat
more than 400 people. The best guess is that Salem never had more than
400 active members at one time, and that this peak was realized in the late
1930s, and sustained until the late 1940s, before heresy split the church,
and before the major exodus to Long Island.17 Nevertheless, people talk
of the old days in Salem, when there were "700 members."
The earliest source of rapid growth was really a kind of co-optation of
many of the members of an earlier sect in Brooklyn called the frievenner or

Free Friends who were a Holiness and dispensationalist sect with
Pentecostalist tendencies that had existed in Norway since the 1890s.18
Their congregation in Brooklyn was called Ebenezer. The origins of the
Brooklyn congregation are shadowy because it was a tenet of the sect that
membership lists not be kept, and also that lay preachers were preferred
to professional clergy. Naturally those same features made them vulner
able. The ideology represented by the frievenner was nevertheless very
stubborn in Brooklyn. Another early accession was of a mission called

Siloa, a secession of Pentecostalist members of Second Evangelical
Lutheran Free Church who had opened a storefront place of worship near
Salem. Yet another merger with Salem was the Carroll Street Mission in
South Brooklyn, a Pentecostal mission among derelict Norwegian men.

Carroll Street continued to be run as a mission, while its leaders became
also members of Salem.

17. This estimate is confirmed by the count that Christen Jonassen made in 1947 of 540
members for two Pentecostal churches in Sunset Park, presumably Salem and Ebenezer (see
below). "Norwegians in Bay Ridge," pp. 432-433.
18. The official name of the frievenner (pronounced with four syllables) was, and is, De
Frie Evangeliske Forsamlinger i Norge (The Free Evangelical Assemblies in Norway). It is
variously described as the equivalent of Holiness denominations in the United States, such as
the Church of the Nazarene, or the Christian and Missionary Alliance, and the Plymouth
Brethren in Britain. The leader of this movement was a man named Erik Andersen

Nordquelle, with whom Barratt had a running feud over many years. The fate of the

enner (called this in contrast with pinsevenner, or Pentecostal friends), was the same in N

and in Brooklyn: overshadowed by the Pentecostals but never fully absorbed. Except
their ecclesiology they became more nearly identical over time. A theological distincti
that the frievenner believed that all born-again Christians had the Baptism in the Holy

Tongues were evidence of episodic in-fillings, but not the exclusive evidence of the
Baptism. The frievenner and pinsevenner each had a newspaper and a hymnal that co

for loyalties among Brooklyn Norwegians to this day. Bloch-Hoell, Pinsebevegelsen, is th
dard account.
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One of the last major accessions to Salem came with the collapse of
Ebenezer in 1948-1949. Ebenezer had been taken over by a faction that
had brought it into the Assemblies of God, the major North American
Pentecostal denomination and an organization looked on with great suspi
cion by the independent Scandinavian churches who had adopted Lewi
Pethrus' ecclesiology. It was a supreme irony of course that this congrega
tion of frievenner should have been taken over by the most modernized

and professionalized of all Pentecostal organizations, but in fact the
Assemblies of God connection meant that Ebenezer was stiff with lively
travelling evangelists, musical groups, faith healers, end-time prophecy
teachers: the whole sub-culture of American Pentecostalism. A weakness

of the frievenner was precisely a weakness for "good meetings." A cadre of
lay preachers and self-appointed prophets of the frievenner type remained
in Ebenezer when the Assemblies of God phase ended.
The last Assemblies of God pastor of Ebenezer was an evangelist named
Evelyn Olsen, from Winnipeg. Miss Olsen was a representative of a type
once common in Pentecostal circles and now gone—with much else that
was different and radical. Walter Hollenweger called the type "theatrical
women."19 They were perhaps only talented women who ostentatiously did
not need men. Evelyn Olsen was a dynamic speaker and singer, and had a
successful radio program in New York City called "Songs in the Night."

She brought other women in ministry to Ebenezer and to the radio
program. She lived a very Spartan life with a female companion, in

cramped quarters that were always open to travellers in Christian work. A
disgruntled Norwegian woman in the church accused Miss Olsen and her

companion of lesbianism. It was thought by many even in that not

broadminded milieu that the charge was false, dishonest and malicious,

but not, alas, irrelevant. The church disbanded. While the frievenner
continued in their way at Ebenezer, Salem happily absorbed the
remainder—mainly families with children who found the
English-language services at Salem the only real alternative to the

Ebenezer they had known in its Assemblies of God period. Evelyn Olsen

lived until very recently. Her funeral sermon was delivered by John
Wesley Braaten (about whom I shall have more to say), who told me later
that she had been broken by the experience in Brooklyn in 1948, and
never really recovered.

Olav had been a member of Ebenezer until the breakup. Like many

Norwegian Pentecostals of his class he was a frieuenn at heart. He liked the

idea of their lay leadership and loose organization. He was never after
wards happy at Salem, and flirted constantly with heretical, splinter and
fringe groups, travelling far and wide to find good meetings. He main
19. Walter J. Hollenweger, The Pentecostals (London: SCM Press, 1972), pp. 487-490.
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tamed contact for a long time with strange and intense characters: lay
preachers, frievenner and Latter Rain enthusiasts, talking late into the
night in Norwegian their peculiar prophetic, apocalyptic and exegetical
obsessions.

The Latter Rain defection was a serious blow to Salem. Perhaps in

retrospect it is possible to see that nothing was ever right again. It spli
not only the old, Norwegian-born, generadon—who were accustomed to
the spectacle of bitter religious feuding—it split for the first time an adult

generation of native-born members. Fifty-nine people were excommuni
cated in 1950. A staggering enough figure in itself, but the excommuni
cated were among the very brightest and the most engaged members,
including charter members and former elders and deacons.
Latter Rain was a movement that swept all the Pentecostal churches in
North America. These Pentecostals of the Pentecostals believed that at

the very end of the end times, as Jesus was just about to return, the church

would experience not only Baptisms in the Holy Ghost, healings an
general prophecies, all of which were associated with the Pentecosta

revival since 1906, but also the entire range of apostolic gifts and power
specific, personal prophecies; exorcistic powers; offices and authorities.

They appointed one another prophets and apostles; conspiracies wer
revealed; people would walk up to one another and deliver persona

"messages" in tongues followed by "interpretations" in which detailed
instructions, denunciations, or commendations were outlined. (On two
different occasions, by two different people, I was told to go to preach in

Mexico, and that I would one day be a great evangelist in India.) Th

Latter Rain people established their own congregation in the Park Slope
section of Brooklyn and they had very vigorous meetings, which many
people from Salem, including Olav, slipped off to frequently. Although
Lewi Pethrus supported the movement with his great prestige, and many

Scandinavian Pentecostal churches in North America defected to Latter

Rain, Salem stood firm.20 There are touching letters on file in Salem from
people who regretted what they had done and begged forgiveness. But

none returned.

The enemy of Salem after 1950 was not heresy, but prosperity. Yet th
effect was the same: talented people went elsewhere. The import of thi
change was not at once perceived, because it was at first understood as

natural evolution of a proper New Testament church. Churches wer

20. The pastor of Salem from 1936 to 1940, Andrew W. Rasmussen, led the Latter Rain

defection in the movement and founded his own denomination, the Independen

Assemblies of God International. His autobiography, The Last Chapter (Plainfield, N.J
Logos, 1973), catches the flavour of this authoritarian version of Pentecostalism, and als

demonstrates that this style had its roots in earlier practices in Salem itself. Rasmussen te
of using visions to suppress dissent in Salem in the 1930s.
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Fig. 2. Old Salem in the early nineteen thirties. A converted movie
theatre on Seventh Avenue and 52nd Street. Pastor Arne Dahl is standing
on the extreme right. The music director, John Brattlie, is seated in the
exact centre holding a violin. The words above the platform mean "It is
Finished!"

supposed to be missionary churches, creating replicas of themselves in
new places by sending out members. The process had already begun in
the thirties, with a congregation formed on Staten Island made up largely
of Salem members, including the very talented and intriguing personality
John Brattlie, who established a music program in Salem, and who may be
seen in the picture of Old Salem (fig. 2). A church at New Hyde Park was
founded in the forties by a man who had briefly co-pastored with Johnson.

Then another was founded in Smithtown. During the fifties, the move
ment became a tide, as whole families moved away to Staten Island and to
Long Island, and later to upstate New York and New Jersey suburbs, each
time taking the most enterprising and energetic people.
For a long time people saw this as evidence of strength. People in these
new churches returned to Salem for special occasions, and retained close
ties with parents who remained in the city. But the new churches became
self-absorbed, parents died or moved to be with their children, and Salem
strangled. In all the conversations I had with the people of Salem, there
were very few who saw a connection between these things: between the

expansion of Salem and the death of Salem. Most saw the daughter
churches, which many of them attended, as the proof of Salem's vitality.

On the other hand, these same people saw the decline of Salem as the
fault of leadership after they had left.
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The rise and fall of Salem was in effect a tale of two generations. Put in
one way, the tale is one of a transfer from one generation to the next of
practices but not of authority. The church did not survive its elders. Put

another way, the tale is one of self-deception. For forty years Salem
believed itself to be an evangelical institution established by the Holy
Ghost and governed on New Testament principles for the purpose of

saving souls in Brooklyn. It did not do this. It did however preserve testi
monies of encounter with the Holy Ghost.

V

In the fall of 1986, on a weekend in which the Times reported
numerous ethnic and neighbourhood festivals all over New York City, I
drove into Brooklyn for the sixtieth anniversary celebration of Salem.

There are not likely to be any more anniversary celebrations. Salem is
no longer able to survive as a Scandinavian congregation on its own. A
handful of people continue to meet for church services, but the expenses
of the building and of maintaining a small staff are met by running a
Christian day school on a scheme supplied from a politically conservative
educational outfitter in Texas. The Norwegian-born pastor of Salem, the
Rev. Matthias Haglund (who likes to be called Marty), acknowledges that
the church building is destined to be taken over by one of the many full
to-bursting Hispanic Pentecostal churches in Sunset Park. He laments
that Salem has missed opportunities to move out into more affluent Bay
Ridge, and to transform itself in the way of successful multi-racial, full
service, drive-in, suburban evangelistic centres.

Over the last twenty years, Salem has bled itself nearly to death. It is
doubtful that anything could have kept alive the immigrant church that

flourished between 1926 and the early sixties. People moved away;
younger people hadn't the same conceptions of congregational attach
ment or of mission that their elders had. The problems weren't helped by
a succession of scandals, both moral and theological, that eroded support
and split the congregation repeatedly in the sixties and seventies.21
A handful of old Salemites were present, genuine locals who still, inex
plicably, lived in Brooklyn. Some now live in the Norwegian Christian
Home, an old people's home (gamlehjem) that is one of the few surviving
Norwegian institutions in Brooklyn. Two of the residents of the gamlehjem
were pioneers of Salem, signatories to the original charter in 1926. The
21. A literary testament of this troubled period is Malcolm Smith, Turn Your Back on the

Problem (Plainfield, N.J.: Logos, 1973). Smith was one of several pastors who attempted,
without success, to reverse the decline of Salem.
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clear demographic bulge in the crowd that showed up for the anniversary
was made up of people now sixty or approaching it. There were fewer
people in their late forties and fifties, and almost none in any younger age

group. This seemed worth pondering, because Salem had by no means
been obviously in decline when people now in their thirties and forties
had been children here. Why were they not as loyal to the memory of
Salem as the next older generation had been? The answer was obvious,

but circular: A much larger number of people who were children in
Salem in the twenties and thirties were still practicing Christians,

according to the lights of their upbringing. Later generations had fallen
away from these practices in a far more decisive way; many that I inter

viewed then and later were openly bitter. The older generation was
almost uniformly still with the people they had married in Salem thirty
and forty years ago, whereas divorce was the rule among my contempo
raries. People of sixty or so were couples. The men sat in the pews with
their arms resting along the back behind their wives and their heads
inclined to them, just as I remember them doing in the nineteen fifties,
when I thought these men were the models of absolutely everything I
wanted to be, the very images of masculine Christianity and responsible

adulthood; it seems odd to say so now, but also images of delirious

freedom. From the sermons and the conversations of the weekend, one

gathered that this generation, more than any later ones, revered the
memory of their parents. Here they all were, almost without exception,
their loyalty to Salem inseparable from general habits of faithfulness.

Amid the more banal sensations of nostalgia, recognition, congratula

tion (and guilt: Had we not abandoned and betrayed this place?) there
lay another territory of sensitivity, and sometimes of embarrassment. The
issue lay there in the form of a question, seldom asked outright, but impli
cated in many another seemingly innocent question: Are you still saved?
Are you still a Christian? More generously and inclusively: What is the
state of your soul?

There were different strategies for dealing with the uncertainty of this

ground. The optimists among the believers (one should say the old
believers, the people whose usages were the ones I remembered from my
youth) called everyone brother and sister, and spoke familiarly of the
Lord's will and ways as though we were all frozen still in the Pentecostal
culture of 1955. Others among these old believers were politely circum
spect, some were skeptical but tolerant, yet others openly resentful and
suspicious. A few were warmly solicitous, and not to be put off with evasive

generalities.
There were a number of people of more up-to-date evangelical type,
people who had come a long way from Pentecostal culture of 1955—not
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always to their own advantage in comparison—and whose presence fit
uncomfortably in the old surroundings. In the new evangelical culture,

the line between lay and clerical roles is blurred. The line between a
Christian's proper concerns and what the older sectarians would have
called the "world" was also considerably blurred. The most visible source

of tension between the old and the new styles arose from the flouting of

dress and comportment codes by the more liberated evangelicals.
Makeup and stylishness, a worldly bearing, the unmistakeable négligée of
affluence, had either been proscribed outright, or viewed with suspicion
and hostility in the old culture. Its somewhat defiant presence here was
unsettling, an alien forcefield, magnetic, but tactless. These people were
also likely to have self-appointed and novel "ministries." In the old days, a
ministry was a calling to be a pastor or a missionary or an evangelist. Now
there were ministries in fund-raising, Christian feminism and midwifery,
Christian politics, Christian entertainment. There were people who sang
"numbers," indistinguishable from contemporary popular music, some

times with canned orchestral accompaniment. These novelties were
clearly offensive to the old believers, and the new evangelicals looked
more like they really wanted to be elsewhere than did the outright unbe
lievers, most of whom had come to Salem in order to stand for a little

while in the presence of the real thing.

Salem itself, the building, still managed to dominate. Heavy and
squarish with a thick-pillared classical portico, it looked every bit the pros

perous dissenting chapel, as though transported to Brooklyn from a
Somerset mill town. In fact it had been a Jewish temple until Salem

bought it in 1941. Dates from the Jewish calendar can still be seen in the

cornerstone, and the stained glass along the sides are severely geome

trical. The auditorium is a capacious double cube, with a gallery and dark
wooden pews. The building came with a distinguished wooden tabernacle
of classical design at the front, to which the congregadon added only the
word JESUS in gilded gothic letters. Sometime in the fifties there were
alterations to enlarge the platform, which spoiled the mysterious effect of
the tabernacle. JESUS still remains however (fig. 3). The downstairs, with
its smaller auditorium, church kitchen, and offices is pretty much as it
always was, down to the sour smell of drains and dry rot that afflicts
church basements.

Another point of immediate presence of the vanished Salpm were the
pictures. There were several of these posted on the bulletin board outside

the church kitchen. An eerie photograph of Pulsifer Hall (fig. 4), a

rented second-floor auditorium where Salem first held meetings: There is
an altar rail, a simple lectern, and guitars resting on the floor of the raised
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Fig. 3. A photograph of the Salem string band in the late nineteen fifties,
showing the front of the auditorium at Fourth Avenue and 54th Street,
where Salem has been since 1941.

Fig. 4. Pulcifer Hall. A rented auditorium on Fifth Avenue in Sunset Park
used by Salem as a meeting place in 1926.
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platform: no people. Then some group portraits of old choirs, string
bands, mission outstation groups, Sunday school teachers, boards of trus

tees, musical groups. Rows of morose, long-nosed Norwegian faces:

people mostly now gone. Rows of the American-born offspring of these
Norwegians in the hairstyles and clothing of the forties and fifties, people
now ample matrons and heavy-featured businessmen.
Then a kind of miracle: A photograph of a summer tent meeting in

1939 (fig. 5); a panoramic shot by a commercial photographer, the

camera set up on a ladder or scaffold at the back of the tent, catching the
whole of the congregation from behind, with platform dignitaries, offici
ants and musicians in the distance. The space illuminated by the photog
rapher's floodlights is a kind of fantastical cave of canvas and tall slanting
poles. Everyone has turned in his place to face the photographer, giving

the moment not so much a staged look as an interrupted look, and
disturbingly inverting the social meaning of the occasion: the humblest
folk, who sit in the rear of the service, are now in the foreground, their
faces a moving study in the intelligence of ordinary people. Every face,
every pommaded head, every cotton-print dress, every flowered straw hat
is picked out with surreal exactitude in the old contact print. The plat
form worthies are not so much distanced as shrunken, the extreme depth
of focus playing tricks with scale and depth perception. Their faces are

tiny miniatures floating inconsequentially at mid-height. The front
benches, just below the platform, are packed with children whose faces
cluster like balloons in bunches of cheeks and sharp bright stares. Here
and there are the very elderly, in dark Edwardian garb. There are many
married couples of all ages. The texts in Norwegian along the platform
rail are verses from Acts 1:8 and 2:39: "But ye shall receive power, after
that the Holy Ghost is come upon you"; "For the promise is unto you, and
to your children."
What could more fully represent the tribal function of the empower
ment promised in the text than this scene of a face-to-face community
under a tent? The children crowded in the front seem intentionally to
illustrate the children to whom the promise in the text was made. Almost
the whole of the generation born in Salem is present in this one picture;
the adolescents among them are the people who turned out massively at
the sixtieth anniversary. Immediately in front of the children was the
space, between the rows of seats and the edge of the platform, where, in a
tent-meeting, the Holy Ghost would enter the bodies of seekers and fill

their mouths with new tongues. It is the children of course who are
poised on the edge of this arena, it is for them that the promise was made.
What Salem did not achieve by evangelization, it achieved by reproduc
tion.
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Fig. 5. Salem Gospel Tent in 1939. The regular summer tent meeting was
held in an empty lot near the church.
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There are no other religious symbols present, no objects of veneration.
The centre of attention is not even the pulpit of classical Reformed piety.
The centre of attention is the children and the space of encounter with
the Holy Ghost. The appropriate material shape is the shape least sugges
tive of the particular, the ethnic, the local, the specialized, the cultic or
sectarian. This shape, the shape formed by conventional texts, temporary
structures, a crowd around an empty space, was nevertheless the visible
shape of an invisible bond.

The oldest generation of men in Salem were artisans and tradesmen:
carpenters and cabinetmakers, house painters, plumbers, machinists. The
most successful were building contractors. Their sons were bankers, retail
executives, franchise operators. Other sons stayed with the construction
business after their fathers, following the building boom to Long Island.

Several became preachers. The three speakers at Salem on the anniver
sary weekend were pastors of churches in Chicago, St. Paul, and Grand
Detour, Illinois, all places with long-standing Scandinavian Pentecostal
congregations. Salem had once occupied a proud position in this associa
tion, which has now shed a bit of its Scandinavian flavour and become a

large evangelical denomination, the Fellowship of Christian Assemblies,
whose centre of gravity is in the upper Middle West and western Canada.
These three influential pastors from Salem are called in their circle "the
three wise men from the East."

The most interesting of these men to me was John Wesley Braaten

(pronounced to rhyme with Laugh ton). It would be difficult to find
anyone who more completely embodies the spiritual and social meaning

of Salem in its former days, and who feels more keenly its decline.

Braaten is, in his person, a virtual anthology of the spiritual traditions of
Pentecostalism. His name memorializes the long roots of this tradition in
Wesleyanism, and his personality retains the traces of mysticism, and

Christocentric and Holiness piety that have been submerged in

Pentecostalism.22

Wes Braaten's father, Oscar, was a gentle unassuming man who served
Salem as deacon, and taught Sunday school and played the mandolin in

the string band. Oscar Braaten and his brother John were early and
prominent members of Salem. Their several children were also promi
nent in the church. Through a complex network of inter-marriages and

alliances the Braatens dominated the social networks of this rather closed

universe. Most of the Braatens were in the building trades and they did
22. He told me that the major influences on his own spiritual life were Hattie Hammond
(1907- ) and John Wright Follette (1883-1966), both widely known in Pentecostal circles as
mystics and teachers in what must be described as survival-Wesleyanism.
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very well. Members of the family were early pillars of branch churches on

Long Island, at Smithtown and New Hyde Park. But it was Wes's step
mother, Gunda Olsen Braaten, whom most people thought of when they
thought of the Braatens.
Gunda Braaten is in her nineties and lives in the Norwegian Christian

Home. She is now the only surviving charter member of Salem. Old
timers remember her for her selfless and courageous mission work in the
very early days, among homeless and derelict men. I remember her as an
indefatigable worker in every branch of the church, including the obliga
tory kitchen service that Salem women undertook on every festive occa
sion. When I visited her in the gamlehjem recently, she seemed to have

total recall of all the people in Salem. She acknowledged the justice of
the view that the Braatens symbolized Salem. She said they were a family
of "peace." She would certainly have been surprised to hear that others
characterized the Braatens as powerful.
Wes Braaten s sermon was based on a passage in Hebrews that contains
a description of the furniture in the tabernacle in the wilderness. The
point of the sermon was to turn on a mistake that the writer of Hebrews

makes in describing the location of the censer. The censer in the Old
Testament is described as being in the Holy Place, the ante-chamber to
the Holy of Holies. Hebrews puts it right in the Holy of Holies with the
ark. The sermon was clearly going to make the point that in the New

Testament dispensation direct access to God in prayer, of which the

incense burning censer is the type, is not limited to the activities of a
priestly caste. The image of collective contact with the supernatural, the
censer, is located in the heart of what had once been the preserve of the
priests. "We are created," Braaten anticipated his conclusion, "for what is
behind that veil." That is, for the "immediate presence of God." "We will
never be satisfied until we taste that glory. Thank God I touched it when I
was saved and filled with the Holy Ghost in this church."
He never did get to conclude formally, but returned to reminiscence:

How Stanley Braaten—a cousin—had received his Baptism under the
piano; how he himself had on an occasion of revival in Salem been driven
by the Holy Ghost right out of the church and into the subway station,
speaking in tongues and filled with the power of God. He attempted to
lead from these invocations of past glories to fresh contact with Holy

Ghost power. The soft moaning repetitions of the name of Jesus, the
segueing from one chorus to another in familiar, almost traditional,
sequences and modulations: None of it really worked. The old-timers
were unaccustomed, out of practice. The snappy new evangelicals were
uncomfortable.

On the second evening of the meetings at Salem I had a conversation
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with Wesley Braaten. We were sitting in the downstairs auditorium of the
church, close to the old prayer room of Salem, an airless chamber off the
small platform, extending back alongside the furnace room—a little left
over bit of architecture. I remember it as entirely unfurnished, except
that the floor was carpeted and a built-in bench for kneeling or sitting ran

all around the room. In the old days of tarrying meetings far into the
night, of prayer vigils, of times of revival, of frequent Baptisms in the Holy

Ghost, that room would be filled with seekers, the sounds of moaning, of
shouts of exhortation and spiritual victory, of tongues liquid and sinuous,
or stammering, or stentorian, filling the whole building from that little
room.

Braaten had been looking at the closed door of the p
spoke. A young woman of the church came and unlock
inside. Braaten gestured toward the open door: "Do
why the power has left Salem? Why it is not what it u
to see this. It will break your heart." What we could p

the open door was that the prayer room had becom

filled with church records, school paraphernalia, hym
not, piled from floor to ceiling.

VT

The Holy Ghost is the supernature in the Christian scheme of things
with the least materiality of all. He has no flesh, no localized abode, no
territory of which he is the patron. Unlike Christ or Mary, let alone the
saints, the Holy Ghost has no flavour of ethnicity or culture, no disposi
tion for one form of social sympathy over another.23 His cult may there
fore be expected to flourish where ethnicity, culture and society are under
pressure, where membership under one or another of these collective

systems is insecure or absent. Calvin's creative deployment of a Holy
Ghost theology, both in his sacramental theories and in Calvinist
psychology of conversion and assurance, is surely connected with the

appeal of Calvinism to urban, deracinated, socially mobile populations.
American theologies are Spirit theologies; most striking of many instances
is perhaps the appearance in nineteenth-century American Catholicism of
practices of devotion to the Holy Spirit, said to be the most important
American contribution to Catholic piety.24 America is of course the very
23. Orsi, Madonna of 115th Street, explores the way in which the culture of South Italian
immigrants in Harlem reconstituted itself around the Mediterranean and motherly image of
the Virgin, who, unlike the Holy Ghost, has both ethnic referents and territorial claims—
hence, the power to sacralize a centre of setdement.
24. Joseph P. Chinnici, O.F.M., Devotion to the Holy Spirit in American Catholidsm (New
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celebration of transvaluation of membership.

In a very general sense the Pentecostal revival belongs in a modern
tradition of emphasis on the Holy Ghost. It follows specifically from the
Wesleyan interest in sanctification as a work of the Holy Ghost in the
believer's life. This theological pedigree should not, however, mislead us
about the meaning of Pentecostal piety. Olav's witness to the Baptism in
the Holy Ghost and Fire, or John Wesley Braaten's lament for the absence
of the Holy Ghost in Salem's prayer room, are not precisely evidences of a
cult of devotion to the Holy Ghost, nor are they merely reflections of a

traditional theology invigorated by pneumatological speculation. They
certainly do not have ethical or social implications in the ordinary sense.

One might go further and say that there is a persistent logic to the
pursuits and the practices invoked in these testimonies toward the inver
sion of everything commonly associated with piety. Where even meager
allowances are made for space for spiritual encounters—as in the setting
aside of a room for prayer and Holy Ghost Baptism—we find the most
powerful encounters occuring elsewhere, under pianos and down in the
subway. No community experience of revival sanctified a place perma
nently, or permitted the ritual and symbolic transfer of grace to another.
No sacred places; no transfers of sanctity. What we have are reports of
private encounters with the Holy Ghost, in which the perception of over
whelming power is the chief residue.
The interest of an intensely local, even inconsequential, history, such as
the history of Salem, lies precisely in the juxtaposition of this extraordi
nary collective perception with the banality of personal and social experi
ence. We may put this more strongly and say that in the religious prac
tices of Salem an appalling perception coexisted with quite ordinary and
unexceptionable people. What planted this perception? And what was it

for?

In answer to the first question, imagine the experience of Norwegian
Pentecostals in Sunset Park, abstractly, as being a series of binary gateways

or thresholds, some personal and private, some public and collective.
People are uprooted from traditional ways, or not. They are religious
seekers, or not. They are drinkers, or not. Drinking is important in their
ethnic dispositions, or not. They are ambivalent about their culture, or

nationality, or language—or not. And so forth. The possibilities of
York: Paulist Press, 1985). The remarkable spiritual tradition which Fr. Chinnici has eluci
dated in this book should be studied closely by students of Pentecostalism and its antece
dents. "Devotion to the Holy Ghost," Chinnici says concerning the post-Civil War era in the
United States, was "one of the most creative, widespread, and indicative religious expressions
of the era." Among other things, it is the Spirit's "inability to be pictured" that allowed His
cult to "cut across geographical, economic, social, political, ethnic, and educational lines"
(pp. 15, 16).
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combination and degree are infinite. But imagine that in a very small
group, under unusual cultural and historical conditions, these selections

not only run together but meet a powerful and convincing message,
bearing its own authentication in miracles, and requiring no specific
cultural preparation or prior membership in order to understand its
import or to be initiated into its promise. Once the message, the experi
ence, the perception is in place, for some it will entrain all the preparatory

experiences, give them shape, shed on experience itself a quality of

heightened subjectivity, a subjectivity which is shared with others, becomes

collectively refined, as well as massively reinforced by repeated miracles,
and thus refined and reinforced is passed down to the next generation.
An answer to the question, What was it for? is that it expressed an abun
dance of feeling. The Baptism in the Holy Ghost, the tongues-speaking,
the empty spaces of encounter, the bodies possessed, the disposable and

random spaces of the Pentecostal meeting, are like metaphors. Their
potency lies in repetition. Like metaphors they cannot be paraphrased,

they cannot be predicted by any grammar, they are not signs that
resemble their referents. They do however have meaning. They are
shapes of membership with one another in a distinctively modern form of
association. Like other forms of modernism, Pentecostalism drove the

logic of pure experience to a kind of terminus. The Holy Ghost came to
be embodied in literal bodies, bodies surrendering themselves to pious
figuration, to the invocation of affecting presence.25 The case of Salem
suggests that piety as pure embodiment, piety reduced to the possessed
body in an empty space, will not sustain society. Pentecostalism is not only
the extension of Christian culture under certain conditions; it may be
under other conditions an exemplification of how Christian culture may
consume itself and leave the field to the secular. One may speak properly
of a Pentecostal tradition, but not of a Pentecostal society. For such a
piety has ultimately no necessary ethnic or ethical content, it has only
directionality. The social function of tongues-speaking, of Baptisms in
Fire, of this abundance of passion, was the redirection of attention from
the elders to the children, without a corresponding transfer of power or of
competence.

25. The word "shape," and the phrase "affecting presence," are borrowed from two
remarkable books: Ann Kibbey, The Interpretation of Material Shapes in Puritanism: A Study of
Rhetoric, Prejudice and Violence (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); and Robert

Plant Armstrong, The Affecting Presence: An Essay in Humanistic Anthropology (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1971). These books are about words and artefacts, respectively. I
am arguing here that Pentecostal practices employ the body as an organ of speech and as
cultic object, but without the ethnic rationality Kibbey and Armstrong both presume.
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